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Abstract

We introduce using images for word sense disambiguation, either alone, or in conjunction with traditional text based methods. The approach is based on a recently developed method for automatically annotating images by using a statistical model for the joint probability for image regions and words. The model itself is learned from a data base of images with associated text. To use the model for word sense disambiguation, we constrain the predicted words to be possible senses for the word under consideration. When word prediction is constrained to a narrow set of choices (such as possible senses), it can be quite reliable. We report on experiments using the resulting sense probabilities as is, as well as augmenting a state of the art text based word sense disambiguation algorithm. In order to evaluate our approach, we developed a new corpus, ImCor, which consists of a substantive portion of the Corel image data set associated with disambiguated text drawn from the SemCor corpus. Our experiments using this corpus suggest that visual information can be very useful in disambiguating word senses. It also illustrates that associated non-textual information such as image data can help ground language meaning.
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1 Introduction

A significant portion of words in natural language have a number of possible meanings (senses), depending on context. This is illustrated in Figure 1 with the arguably overused “bank” example. A priori, the word “bank” has a number of meanings including financial institution and a step or edge as in “snow bank” or “river bank”. Words which are spelled the same but have different meanings (polysems) confuse attempts to automatically attach meaning to language. As there are many such ambiguous words in natural language texts, word sense disambiguation — determining the exact sense of words — has been identified as an important component of natural language processing, and has been studied by many researchers leading to a large body of literature [3, 27, 41, 40, 22, 2, 1, 31, 32, 38].

Since the words are spelled the same, resolving what they mean requires a consideration of context. A purely natural language based approach considers words near the one in question. Thus in the bank example, words like “financial” or “money” are strong hints that the financial institution sense is meant. Interestingly, despite much work, and a number of innovative ideas, doing significantly better than choosing the most common sense remains difficult [38].
In this paper we develop a method for using image information to disambiguate the senses of words. We posit that image information can be an orthogonal source of information for distinguishing senses. In the extreme case, disambiguation using nearby text alone is impossible as in the sentence: “He ate his lunch down by the bank.” In such cases, alternative sources of information offer attractive possibilities for grounding the word meanings. Even when not essential, non-textual information has the capacity to be helpful. Our method for using associated visual information can be used alone, or in conjunction with text based methods. Naturally, when no images are available, the system must fall back on non-image methods. Incorporation of computer vision into the word sense disambiguation process is a novel approach. As far as we know, all other word sense disambiguation methods use document text and/or additional text carrying domain or document context semantic information.

To use image information we exploit a recently developed method for predicting likely words for images [7, 18, 4]. The method is based on a statistical model for the joint probability distribution of words and image region features. The model is learned from a training set of images with associated text. Additional details are provided below (Section 3).

To use the model for word sense disambiguation, we constrain the predicted words to be from the set of senses for the word under consideration. In general, when word prediction is constrained to a narrow set of choices (such as possible senses), it can be quite reliable. We report on experiments using the resulting sense probabilities as is, as well as augmenting a state of the art text based word sense disambiguation algorithm.

In order to evaluate our approach, it was necessary to develop a new corpus, ImCor, which consists of a substantive portion of the Corel image data base associated with disambiguated text drawn from the SemCor corpus. (We have made ImCor available for research purposes [26]). Our experiments using this corpus suggest that visual information can be very useful for disambiguating word senses.

2 Disambiguating Words using Textual Content

Research into automatic methods for disambiguating word senses has resulted in a variety of ways of using the surrounding text, or the “textual context”, to infer word sense. Disambiguating sense is a semantic problem, and the underlying assumption is that the word to be disambiguated is semantically linked to the nearby words, as text tends to be semantically
coherent. Co-occurrence statistics will reflect semantic linking, and thus researchers have
developed methods based on statistical models for senses [12]. A large number of other
methods attempt to quantify this linking using known word semantics. For example, word
classes, as defined by a Thesaurus, can be integrated into a combined weight of indicators in
the textual context [39]. Going further, most word sense disambiguation algorithms use a
semantic network such as WordNet [33]. WordNet is a machine-readable dictionary covering
a large proportion of the English language (152,059 words) organized into 115,424 sets of
synonyms (synsets). It provides relationships between the sets, the most commonly used
one being the hypernym ("is a") relationship. The graph created by hypernym relations-
ships forms a tree in which every node is a hypernym of its children. The path connecting
two words can be used to define semantic distances, which has been used in word sense
disambiguation algorithms [1, 28, 16, 32].

Usage statistics are also helpful for word sense disambiguation. In WordNet, the "sense
number" roughly corresponds to decreasing common usage frequency (the first WordNet
sense is most common). Going further, researchers have exploited the SemCor sense-
attributed corpus [32, 37, 23, 34]. SemCor, short for the WordNet Semantic Concordance
[21], consists of 25% of the Brown corpus [20] files which have been fully tagged with part-
of-speech and is sense disambiguated.

A number of word sense disambiguation methods were compared on the same data at
the Senseval2 [19] contest for word sense disambiguation methods. The first place algorithm
was $SDW$ [32] which uses information from both WordNet and SemCor. Thus we use that
algorithm in this work. Overall, however, the results from Senseval2 indicate that word
sense disambiguation is still very much an open problem [38].

There has been some work done incorporating multiple alternative knowledge sources
to help disambiguate words in context. In [15], "world knowledge" derived from alternative
synset contexts obtained through WordNet was used to supplement a learning algorithm
and showed marked improvement over the unaided version. Another interesting example is
found in [35], where, for every word being disambiguated, a feature set is formed based on
multiple sources, including the part of speech of neighboring words, morphological form, the
unordered set of neighboring words, local collocations and verb-object syntactic relation.
During training, disambiguated sentences were mined for training data, such that during
testing, a feature set obtained for a word can be compared against many training sets, with
the intent that the degree of similarity is directly proportional to the probability that the
sense of the word in a training set is the correct sense for the test word. While this system
relied on the surrounding text to obtain the feature set during testing, training data could have potentially come from a number of different sources. This and other similar efforts [29, 9] indicate that intelligent and efficient integration of multiple knowledge sources can result in enhanced performance of a variety of algorithms dealing with textual analysis in general, and word sense disambiguation in particular.

3 Predicting Words from Images

To integrate image information with text data we exploit recent work on linking images and words [7, 18, 4]. The general approach is to build statistical models for the co-occurrence of image regions and words. A key assumption is that words are linked to images via regions. These models can be used to predict words for image regions (region-labeling) as well as entire images (auto-annotation). Region labeling is illustrated in Figure 2. To label regions, probabilistic inference using these models provides a posterior probability distribution over the vocabulary for each region, and we label the region with the one which has maximal probability. We fit the models using large image data sets with associated text. Critically, we do not require that words in the training data be identified as belonging to particular image regions, as such data is rare.

These models owe much to previous work in the text domain [24] and statistical machine translation [10, 11, 30]. A number of additional methods for linking image features to words have been recently proposed [13, 25], and these could also be considered for word sense disambiguation. For this work we use one of the models from [4]. In particular, we use the dependent model, D-2, with linear topology. We do not use the hierarchical clustering
version as that is better suited characterizing a known data set, and less suited for predicting words for novel images.

We first segment images into regions which have coherent color and texture. This simplification is essentially a data reduction step allowing semantic analysis to be done on groups of pixels. In this work we use a modified version of Normalized Cuts [36] for segmentation. For each image region we compute a feature vector representing color, texture, size, position, and shape [4]. A region, together with its feature vector, will be referred to as a “blob” [14].

Our language model is the commonly used “bag of words” where word order is not used. Various pre-processing strategies can be used to increase the likelihood that words can be connected to visual attributes of image regions [5]. In this work we use a subset of the SemCor [21] vocabulary as described further below (Section 6).

To statistically link blobs with words we assume that there are hidden factors (concepts) which are each responsible for generating both the words and blobs associated with that factor. This binding of their generation leads to the capacity to link words and blobs. We further assume that the observations (image and associated text) are generated from multiple draws from the hidden factors or nodes. Without modeling image generation as being compositional — the same model of a tiger region can be used for all images with such regions — our models would need to model all possible combinations of entities. Furthermore, modeling specific combinations in the training data would lead to poor generalization on novel combinations in new images. We model the joint probability of a particular blob, \( b \), and a word \( w \), as

\[
P(w, b) = \sum_{l} P(w|l)P(b|l)P(l)
\]  

(1)

where \( l \) indexes over the concepts, \( P(l) \) is the concept prior, \( P(w|l) \) is a frequency table, and \( P(b|l) \) is a Gaussian distribution over features. We further assume a diagonal covariance matrix because fitting a full covariance is generally too difficult for a large number of features.

To go from the blob oriented expression (1) to ones for an entire image, we assume that the observed blobs, \( B \), yield a posterior probability, \( P(l|B) \), which is proportional to the sum of \( P(l|b) \). Words are then generated conditioned on the blobs from:

\[
P(w|B) \propto \sum_{l} P(w|l)P(l|B)
\]  

(2)
where by assumption

$$P(l|B) \propto \sum_b P(l|b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

and Bayes rule is used to compute $P(l|b) \propto P(b|l)P(l)$.

Some manipulation [6] shows that this is equivalent to assuming that the word posterior for the image is proportional to the sum of the word posteriors for the regions:

$$P(w|B) \propto \sum_{b}^N P(w|b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

We limit the sum over blobs to the largest $N$ blobs (typically $N$ is eight). While training, we also normalize the contributions of blobs and words to mitigate the effects of differing numbers of blobs and words in the various training images. The probability of the observed data, $W \cup B$, given the model, is thus:

$$P(W \cup B) = \prod_{b \in B} \left( \sum_{l} P(b|l)P(l) \right)^{\frac{\text{max}(N_b)}{N_b}} \prod_{w \in W} \left( \sum_{l} P(w|l)P(l|B) \right)^{\frac{\text{max}(N_w)}{N_w}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $\text{max}(N_b)$ (similarly $\text{max}(N_w)$) is the maximum number of blobs (words) for any training set image, $N_b$ (similarly $N_w$) is the number of blobs (words) for the particular image, and $P(l|B)$ is computed from (3).

Since we do not know which concept is responsible for which observed blobs and words in the training data, determining the maximum likelihood values for the model parameters ($P(w|l)$, $P(b|l)$, and $P(l)$) is not tractable. We thus estimate values for the parameters using expectation maximization (EM) [17], treating the hidden factors responsible for the blobs and words as missing data. In the EM computation we alternate between the following two steps:

**Expectation (E)** Estimate the expectations of the unobserved data from the previous estimates of the parameters. In particular, for each blob and word in the training data, we estimate the probability that it comes from each of the hidden factors (concepts).

**Maximization (M)** Estimate the model parameters ($P(w|l)$, $P(b|l)$, and $P(l)$) by maximizing the expected log-likelihood computed during the E-step.

7
4 Using Word Prediction for Sense Disambiguation

In the context of word sense disambiguation, our vocabulary is assumed to be sense disambiguated. Formally, we use an extended vocabulary $S$, which contains the senses of the words in a vocabulary $W$. Notationally, if the word $\text{bank} \in W$ then $\{\text{bank}_1, \text{bank}_2, \ldots\} \in S$. Thus, every sense $s \in S$ is the sense of only one word $w \in W$. Once a model has been trained on $S$, we can use the annotation process to compute $P(s|B)$. Different than annotation, word sense disambiguation has the additional characteristic that we are trying to \textit{only} distinguish between the senses, $s$, for a particular word, $w$, rather than produce a number of good choices from all of $S$, which is clearly more difficult.

Given a word, $w$, under consideration, we assume that senses for all other words should not be predicted. Operationally we simply take the posterior probability over all the senses in our vocabulary, and set those not corresponding to $w$ to zero. We then rescale the posterior so that it sums to one. This computation yields the probability of a word sense, $s$, given $w$, and the visual context, $B$, which we denote as $P(s|w, B)$.

Being able to constrain the word prediction domain makes the process more accurate and thus more useful. Linking words — which carry semantics — to images, is a difficult task, and limiting the choices the system has to make is generally helpful. For example, as shown in Figure 3, if we know the words in a caption, and thus can constrain region labeling to those words, then labeling performance increases substantively.

4.1 Combining Word Prediction and Traditional Word Sense Disambiguation

The quantity $P(s|w, B)$ can be used as is for word sense disambiguation, and we provide results for this strategy. It is also natural to combine it with text based methods, as it seems to provide an orthogonal source of information. Here we assume that a text based method can provide a second estimate of the probability $P(s|w, W)$ for the sense, $s$, for $w$, based on the observed words, $W$ (the senses are not known a priori). We discuss our choice of $P(s|w, W)$ below (Section 4.2).

In preliminary work [8] we proposed that these two estimates were relatively independent, giving the following simple expression for combining them:

$$P(s|w, B, W) \propto P(s|w, B)P(s|w, W).$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

We provide results for this approach for combining the two kinds of information. However, preliminary work suggested that these two quantities are less independent than we originally
Figure 3: Illustration of the improvement in region-labeling due to being able to restrict the predicted words to those known to be in the caption. The task here was to find tiger regions in the image database. (This task is not precisely analogous to word sense disambiguation). The best tiger regions found are shown. The top group was determined only using image data, whereas the bottom group was found using both image data and the five keywords, one of which was tiger.
assumed. In particular, both approaches typically embody the likelihood of common senses. Thus we propose here a alternative heuristic for combining the two quantities:

\[
P(s|w, B, W, a) \propto \max(0, P(s|w, B) + P(s|w, W) - P(s|w))
\]  

(7)

Intuitively, we assume that both \(P(s|w, B)\) and \(P(s|w, W)\) embody \(P(s|w)\) as a major component, making them not particularly independent. Thus we approximate them as each providing two sources for the sense, \(P(s|w)\) and the difference, either \(P(s|w, B) - P(s|w)\) or \(P(s|w, W) - P(s|w)\). If we wish to treat these equally important but alternative hypothesis, the we need to subtract off the doubly counted \(P(s|w)\). We then treat any negatives as zero, and renormalize.

4.2 Traditional Word Sense Disambiguation

The probability \(P(s|w, W)\) in (6) is assumed to come from a traditional text based word sense disambiguation algorithm. In preliminary [5] work we used a naïve algorithm based on distances computed using WordNet [33] among words forming the context and words related to proposed senses. This algorithm produced a score instead of a true probability, and was calculated using work from [5], which itself was drawn from [2, 31].

We found that the performance of this algorithm was poor, leading to the question of whether our originally preliminary results using image information would be overshadowed by a more sophisticated text based WSD algorithm. Thus we looked at the results of Senseval 2, a competition held between various WSD algorithms in 2001 [19]. Interestingly, the simple algorithm of choosing the most common meaning according to WordNet outperforms all algorithms but the five best [38]. Accordingly, we chose the best of these, SMUaw, based on earlier work by the same team [32].

This algorithm makes use of both WordNet and the semantically tagged corpus SemCor. The Mihalcea iterative approach consists of 10 algorithms which act as filters on the input data. Each algorithm in the pipeline uses a different heuristic to disambiguate a word and moves it from the set of ambiguous words, \(SAW\), into the set of disambiguated words \(SDW\) (a process referred to here as “marking”). These procedures range from removing proper nouns and monosemous words to connecting words which have certain semantic distances. The original algorithm gave words a definite sense based on computational heuristics associated with each filter. As the approach described above requires softer output, we modified the algorithm so that information that would otherwise be lost at each filtration step contributes to the score of the sense. Each of the procedures was altered in
the following ways (original procedure in italics):

1. *Mark all proper nouns with a WordNet sense of 1.* No change.

2. *Mark all words with one sense as having that sense.* No change.

3. *Examine the usage of the word and its neighbors in SemCor.* If the count of one sense is a certain threshold above the remainder of the senses, remove and mark the word with that highest sense. Instead of dropping the counts for the senses which don’t make the threshold, we normalize the array of sense frequency counts, and if one of the senses scores above .75, we mark the word with that sense but retain the distribution data.

4. *For every sense of every noun in SAW, find all nouns which occur within a window of 10 words from that sense usage and compile them together to create “noun contexts” for each. The sense whose noun-context has the greatest overlap with the textual context of the word (defined as the cardinality of the intersection of the noun context with the words in the document), if it is greater than the next highest sense by a threshold, should be marked.* Again, instead of throwing away the overlap data we instead store the entire array of cardinalities, normalize, and mark the word if the highest is above a threshold, in this case .5.

5. *For every word in SAW, if one of its senses is within a semantic distance of 0 (same synset) from a word in SDW, mark it with that sense.* Instead of throwing away data, a count for each word which was a semantic distance of 0 from a given sense was tabulated, and then these counts were normalized and used as substitute probabilities. Again, we mark a word if it is above the likelihood threshold of .5.

6. *Same as above, but was performed within SAW (i.e. two words in SAW which have senses with a semantic distance of 0 are marked with that sense).* Change is same as above.

7. *Same as fifth procedure, but with a distance of 1 (hypernym/holonym relationship).* Change is same as in 5.

8. *Same as sixth procedure, but with a distance of 1.* Change is same as in 6.

All those words not disambiguated by the process were given a default distribution which favored the most common sense. The end result is that the last 6 of the 8 procedures now produce softer distributions which are more useful as part of (6).
5 ImCor

In preliminary work [8] we used the Corel image data set which has four or five keywords per image. We labeled the senses of these keywords for 16,000 images, and identified a subset of 1,800 images with potential sense problems using heuristics to bias the set towards ambiguous keywords. Nevertheless, the amount of ambiguity across the dataset was not sufficient to provide for realistic testing. For example, while a word such as head is usually ambiguous, in the Corel dataset it overwhelmingly tends to be used in one way.

Given the inadequacy of this and all other existing image datasets for this kind of work, we created a new research corpus named ImCor. This corpus links the images from the Corel dataset with the sense disambiguated SemCor corpus to provide a new corpus which links images with semantically tagged text. (We have made ImCor available for research purposes [26]).

5.1 Building Imcor

The task at hand was to link images with text passages from SemCor to provide images linked to text more along the lines as one would find in a newspaper or magazine setting. The Corel keywords were used to determine an initial set of 30 candidate images for each of the SemCor articles. We developed a program to facilitate human selection of text for the image candidates (Figure 4). The rater would then be asked to first choose whether the image was appropriate for the text, and, if so, the rater further selected the text passage within the article that was most appropriate.

The magnitude of the task meant that two raters were required to build the corpus. We divided the data between them so that there was an overlap of one article in six. We calculated consistency as the quotient of matching choices over total choices. This enabled us to verify that their results were relatively consistent at 0.74 by this measure.

The end result was a list of documents with associated images marked either as “inappropriate”, “no text” (for images which illustrated the article as a whole but no specific part), or “appropriate” with paragraph text from the article. We then gathered the appropriate images into a single corpus with the disambiguated text becoming the captions. We incorporated images which were associated with the article as a whole but no specific text segment by assigning them a random sampling of words from the article with a selection factor of \( \frac{\text{TP}}{P} \), where \( P \) is the number of paragraphs in the article. The end result was a corpus of 1633 image/text pairings, in which 86.83% were tagged with specific paragraph
Figure 4: A screen-shot of the program used to select text passages from SemCor semantically linked to images. The rater reads the article on the left and then looks at a picture. If that picture is appropriate, they click the box in the lower right. At that point the rater has the opportunity to select any text which is appropriate, indicate that they have done so, and then move on to the next image.

text and 13.17% with random samplings from documents.

5.2 Expanding ImCor

While a carefully sense disambiguated annotated corpus of 1633 images goes far beyond what is available, it is still relatively small for our purposes. Therefore we exploit the fact that there is much semantic redundancy in the Corel image data (e.g., there are at least 50 images of planes/jets with very similar keywords), to find additional images which are appropriate for the captions found in the first step. Any image which was not already used that shared two or more keywords with an image which had been paired with SemCor text was added to the corpus with that text. This operation produced a new version of the corpus with 20,153 image/text pairings.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum sense count in training data vocabulary</th>
<th>Text only</th>
<th>Image only</th>
<th>Combined (using Eq. (6))</th>
<th>Combined (using Eq. (7))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.009 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.210 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.178 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.207 (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.027 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.208 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.200 (0.002)</td>
<td>0.200 (0.002)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Results of word sense disambiguation experiments with two values for the minimum number of times that a word sense needs to be used in the training data in order to be considered part of the vocabulary. The numbers tabulated are the fraction of times the sense was correctly chosen relative to the performance of choosing the most common sense in the training data. This “empirical” performance is 58.5% for the first row, and 57% for the second row. Thus the absolute performance is about 60% for the text based method, and 80% when images are used. All numbers are positive which means that all algorithms exhibit non-trivial performance. The results are the average of 8 different breakdowns of training and testing, and, in the image case, we further averaged over two different initialization strategies which gave similar results. The numbers in parenthesis are estimates of the error due to test/training sampling and initialization.

6 Experiments

In preparation for our experiments, we produced eight different breakdowns of our corpus into training and testing sets (90% training, 10% testing). We then removed stop words from the corpus to reduce computation. For each training set we eliminated all word senses which occurred less than 20 times (50 times in a second experiment). Typical vocabulary sizes were 4400 words, of which about 1600 were ambiguous (3500 / 600 for the second experiment).

We then applied the text based algorithm detailed above (Section 4.2) to the test data to get an estimate of the probability of each sense for each ambiguous word. Next we trained the word prediction model (Section 3) on the combined image sense data. We used the features for the 8 (all if there were fewer) largest image regions. We used exactly the same features as in previous work [4] to represent region size, location, rough shape, color, color variance, and texture. We then applied the model to the test data to predict senses according to (4) restricted to the senses for each word under consideration as described in Section 4. We also combined the image and text results as described in Section 4.1.

The results are shown in Table 1. As in previous work [4] we find it useful to focus on the amount by which the performance exceeds what is possible using the empirical
distribution of the training set, which was roughly 60%. This controls somewhat for subset
difficulty, and makes it easy to identify non-trivial performance since it results in positive
values. Exceeding the empirical distribution is even more difficult than the simple “most
common sense” method, which has been found to be surprising effective [38], as the empirical
distribution gives the common sense for the particular corpus being investigated.

We compute performance using only words which are ambiguous in a particular image.
By construction, if a test image only has one sense of a word, our measurement process
would score all algorithms as giving the correct sense, which would inflate performance
figures, and dilute the effects that we are investigating.

We found that the text based algorithm barely exceeded the performance of the empirical
distribution, suggesting that in this corpus very little text information is available for the
kind of processing used by that algorithm. By contrast, our results using image information
are very promising, increasing performance over the empirical by roughly 20% yielding
around 80% absolute performance. This confirms our main thrust — that image information
can help disambiguate senses, and that this ability can go beyond that easily available using

Unfortunately, combining the two methods to achieve even better performance proved
difficult. Using both proposed approaches for doing so gave results that were a little worse
than using only image information, although the second method was almost on par. Al-
though disappointing, this result is not overly surprising given that the text results are not
that different from that for the empirical distribution. This is because our word prediction
model can (and does) implicitly encode some text occurrence statistics, and thus of the
information available in the empirical distribution is already likely being used, rendering
the text algorithms efforts somewhat redundant.
7 Conclusion

The main conclusion from this work is that visual information can help disambiguate senses, and thus help ground language meaning. In fact, we found that our method for using visual information performs substantively better than a state of the art text based methods on our corpus. Of course, alternative information such as image data is not always available, and here we must fall back on text based methods.

A second important contribution of this work is the development of a new corpus, ImCor, which links images with sense disambiguated text. As linking images with text is an important emerging research area, this data set will help researchers in this area evaluate the extent to which various approaches capture the semantics of the visual data.

We were unable to further improve word sense disambiguation performance by combining image and text based methods. We suspect that this is because the image based word prediction is able to capture some of the statistics of the sense occurrences, and it is difficult to find a word sense disambiguation method which performs beyond this, at least on a restricted corpus like ours. We are thus compelled to investigate a tighter integration of the two processes. In particular, we would like to develop a text based word sense disambiguation component which focuses on information which is orthogonal to that embodied in our statistical models for the co-occurrence data of words and blobs in images.
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